There is a scene in the cultural writings of English colonialism which repeats so insistently after the early nineteenth century -and, through that rep etition. so triumphantly inaugurates a literature of empire -that I am bound to repeat it once more. It is the scenario, played out in the wild and word less wastes of colonial. India, Africa, tbe Caribbe an, of the sudden, fortuitous discovery of the English book. It is, like all myths of origin, mem orable for its balance between epiphany and enunciation. The discovery of the book is, at once, a moment of originality and authority, as well as a process of displacement that, paradoxi cally, makes the presence of the book wondrous to the extent to which it is repeated, translated, misread, displaced. It is with the emblem of the English book -"signs taken for wonders" -as and horror of it. " (whcre "image and horror"= "horrible imagc"). Or Lady Macbeth: ''To be the samc in thine own act and val our/As thou arl in desirc." (act and valor= valorous acl.)
an insignia of colonial authority and a signifier of "That is true; but how can it be the European colonial desire and discipline, that I want to begin Book, when we believe that it is God's gift to us? thjs essay.
He sent it to us at Hurdwar." "God gave it long ago to the Sahibs, and TIlEY sent it to us ." .. . The igno
In the first week of May 1817, Anund Messeh, rance and simplicity of many are vety strilJog, one of the earliest Indian catechists, made a hur never having heard of a printed book before; and its ried and excited journey from his mission in very appearance was to them miraculous. A great Meerut to a grove of trees just outside Delhi.
stir was excited hy the gradual increasing informa He found about 500 people, men, women and chil tion hereby obtained, and all united to acknowledge dren, seated under the shade of the trees, and the superiority of the doctrines of this Holy Book to employed, as had been related to him, in reading every thing which they had hitherto heard or and conversal,ion. He went up to an elderly looking known. An indifference to the distinctions of Caste man, and accosted him, and the following conver soon manifested itself; and the interference and sation passed.
tyrannical authority of the Brahmins became more "Pray who are all these people? and whence offensive and contemptible. At last, it was deter come they?" "We are poor and lowly, and we read mined to separate themselves from the rest of their and love this book." -"What is that book?" "The Hindoo Brethren; and to establish a pany of their book of God!" -"let me look at it, if you please."
Own choosing, four or five, who could read the be.,t, Anund, 00 opening the book, perceived it to be to be the public teachers from this newly-acquired the Gospel of our Lord, translated into the Book. ... Anund asked them, "Why are you all Hindoostanee Toogue, Jnany copies of which dressed in white?" "The people of God should wear seemed to be in the possession of the party: some white raiment," was the reply, "as a sign that they I are clean, and rid of their sins." -Anund observed, were PRINTED, others WR1T1l!N by tbemselves from "You ought to be BAPTIZED, in the name of the the printed ones. Anund pointed to the name of II Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Jesus, and asked, "Who is that?" 'That is God ! He Come to Meerut: there is a Christian Padre there; gave us this book." -"Where did you obtain it?" and he will shew you what you ought to do." Tbey "An Angel from heaven gave it us, at Hurdwar allswered, "Now we must go home to the harvest; fair. " -"An Angel?" "Yes, to us he was God's .Angel: but he was a man, a learned Pundit.'" but, as we mean to meet once a year, perhaps the lIext year we may come to Mcerut." ... I explained (Doubtless these translated Gospels must have been to them the narurc of the Sacrament and of Baptism; the books distributed, five or six years ago, at in answer to which, they replied, "We are willing to Hurdwar by the Missionary .) "The written copies be baptized, but we will never take the Sacrament. we write ourselves, having no other means of To all the other customs of Christians we are will obtaining more of this blessed word ." -''These ing to conform, but not to the Sacrament, because books," said Anund, "teach the religion of the Euro the Europeans eat cow's 8esh, and this will never pean Sahibs. It is THEIR book; and they printed it in do for us." To this I answered, ''This WORD is of our language, for our use." "Ah! no," replied the God, and not of men; and when HE makes your stranger, "that cannot be, for they eat flesh." heans to understand, then you will PROPERLY com "Jesus Christ," said Anund, "teaches that it does not prehend it." They replied, "If all our country will signify what a man eats or drinks. EATING is noth receive this Sacrament, then will we." I then ing before God. Not tilat which en/ereth into a observed, "Tile time is at hand, wheo aU the couo man 's mouth defileth him, but tha, which cometh tries will receive . this·wORD!" They replied, "True"" out of the mouth, this defileth a man: for vile things COme forth from the hean. Out of til" heart proceed Almost a hundred years later, in 1902, Joseph evil thoughts, murders, adulteries, fornications, Conrad's Marlow, traveling in the Congo, in lbe thefts; and these are the things that defiLe. '" night of the first ages, without a sign and n.o memories, cm off from the comprehension of his 1be original meaning. which arrives in English in the seveDteenth century. is a Hindu learned in Sanskrit. Not a very enthralling book; but at the first glance you could see tbere a singleness of intention, an honest concern for the right way of going to work, which made these humble pages, thought out so many years ago, luminous with another than a pro fessionallight. ... I assure you to leave off reading . was like tearing myself away from the shelter of an old and solid friendship ....
"It must be this miserable trader -this intruder," exclaimed the manager, looking back malevolently at the place we had left. "He must be English,"
Half a century later, a young Trinidadian dis covers that same volume of Towson's in that very passage from Conrad and draws from it a vision of literature and a lesson of history. "The scene," writes V. S. Naipaul,6
answered some of the political panic r-was begin ning to feel.
To be a colonial was to know a kind of security; it was to inhabit a fixed world. And I suppose that in my fantasy I had seen myself corning to England as to some purely literary region, where, untram meled by the accidents of history or background, I could make a romantic career for myselr'as a writer. But in the new world I felt that ground move below roe.... Conrad ... had been everywhere before me. Not as a man with a cause, but a man offer ing ... a vision of the world's half-made soci eties ... where always "something inherent in the necessities of successful action ... carried with it the moral degradation of the idea." Dismal but deeply felt: a kind of truth and half a consolation 
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Written as they are in the name of the father and the author, these texts of the civilizing mission in>mediately suggest the triumph of the colonialist moment in early English Evangelism and modern English literarure. The discovery of the book installs the sign of appropriate representation: the word of God, truth; art creates the conditions for a beginning, a practice of history and narrative: But the institution of the Word in the wilds is also an Entslelluflg,8 a process of displacement, distor tion, dislocation, repetition 9 -the dazzling light of literature sheds only areas of darkness. Still the idea of the English book is presented as uni ver sally adequate: like the "metaphoric writing of the West," it communicates "the immediate vision of the thing, freed from the discourse that accompa nied it, or even encumbered il.,,10
Shortly before the discovery of the book, Marlow interrogates the odd,' inappropriate, "colonial" transformation of a textile into an uncertain textual sign, possibly a fetish:
Why? Where did he get it? Was it a badge -an ornament -a charm -a propitiatory act? Was there any idea at all connected with it? It looked startling round his black neck, this bit of white thread from beyond lhe seas." Such questions of the historical act of enuncia tion, which carry a political intent, are lost, a few pages later, in the myth of origins and discovery. The principal method of leaching them the English language would be by giving them English phrases and sentences, with a translation for them to com mil to memory. These sentences might be so arranged as to Leach them whatever sentiments the instructor should choose. They would become, in short, altached to the Mission; and though first put into the school from worldly motives alone, should any of them be converted, accustomed as they are to the language, manners and climate of the coun try, they might soon be prepared for a great useful ness in the cause of religion .... In this way the Heathens themselves might be made the instru ments of pulling down their own religion, and of erecting in its ruins the standards of the Cross. [ The discovery of the English book establishes of the civilizing mission, endorsed in the "idea" both a measure of mimesis and a mode of civil of British imperialism and enacted' on the red authority and order. If these scenes, as I've nar I sections of the map,19 speak with a peculiarly rated them, suggest the triumph of the writ of English authority based upon the customary prac-colonialist power, then it must be conceded that lice on which both English co=orr law and the the wily letter of the law inscribes a much more English national language rely for their effectiv-ambivalent text of authority. For it is in between ity and appeal. 20 It is the ideal of English civil the edict of Englishness and the assault of the discourse that permits Conrad to entertain the dark unruly spaces of the earth, through an act of ideological ambivalences that riddle his narra-repetition. that the colonial text emerges uncer tives. It is under its watchful eye that he allows tainly. Anund Messeh disavows the natives' dis the fraught text of late nineteenth-century impe-turbing questions as he returns to repeat the now rialism to implode within the practices of early questionable "authority" of Evangelical dicta; modernism. The devastating effects of such an Marlow turns away from the African jungle to I encounter are not onfy contained in an (un)com mon yarn; they are concealed in the propriety of a civil "lie" told to the Intended (the complicity of the customary?): "The horror! The horror!" must not be repeated in the drawing-rooms of Europe.
It is to preserve the peculiar sensibility of what he understands as a tradition of civility that Naipaul "translates" Conrad, from Africa to the Caribbean, in order to transfnrm the despair of postcolonial history into an appeal for the auton omy of art. The more fiercely he believes that "the wisdom of the heart ha[s] no concern with the erection or demolition of theories," the more convinced he becomes of the unmediated nature of the Western book -"the words it pronounces have the value of acts of integrity.,, 21 The values that such a perspective generates for his own work, and for the once colonized world it chooses to represent and evaluate, are visible in the :.!iConrad, quoted in Naipaul, "Conrad's Darkness, "
p. 236. [Bhabh.] . recognize, in retrospect, the peculiarly "English" quality of the discovery of the book; Naipaul turns his back on the hybrid half-made colonial world to fix his eye on the universal domain of English literature. What we witness is neither an untroubled, innocent dream of England nor a "secondary revision" of the nightmare of India, Africa, the Caribbean. What is "English" in these discourses of colonial power cannot be repre sented as a plenitude or a "full" presence; it is determined by its belatedness. As a signifier of authority, the English book acquires its meaning ajier the traumatic scenario of colonial differ ence, cultural or racial, returns the eye of power to some prior, archaic image or identity. Paradoxically, however, such an image can nei ther be "original" -by virtue of the act of repe tition that constructs it-nor "identical" -by virtue of the difference that defines it. Consequently, the colonial presence is always ambivalent, split between its appel\fance as origi nal and authoritative and its articulation as repeti tion and difference.
It is this ambivalence that makes the bound aries of colonial "positionality" -the division of self/other -and the question of colonial power the differentiation of colonizer/colonized -dif ferent from both the Hegelian master/slave dialectic 22 or the phenomenological projection of "See Hegel. p. 369.
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Otherness. It is a differance 23 produced within the act of enunciation as a specifically colonial articulation of those two disproportionate sites of colonial discourse and power: the colonial scene as the invention of historicity, mastery, mimesis or as the "other scene" of Entstellung, displace metH, fantasy, psychic defence, and an "open" textuality. Such a display of difference produces a mode of authority that is agonistic (rather than antagonistic). Its discriminatory effects are visihle in those split suhjects of the racist stereotype the simian Negro, the effeminate Asiatic male which ambivalently fix identity as the fantasy of difference 24 To recognize the differance of the colonial presence is to realize that the colonial text occupies that space of double inscription, hallowed -no, hollowed -by Jacques Derrida: whenever any writing both marks and goes back over its mark with an undecidable stroke ... [this] double mark escapes the pertinence or authority of truth: it does not overturn it but rather inscribes it within its playas one of its functions or parts. This displacement does not take place, bas not tal!:en place once as an event. It does not occupy a simple place. II does not take place in writing. This dis location (is what) writeslis written. [D, p. 1931 How can the question of authority, the power and presence of the English, be posed in the inter stices of a douhle inscription? I have no wish to replace an idealist myth -the metaphoric English hook -with a historicist one -the colonialist project of English civility. Such a reductive read ing would deny what is obvious, that the repre sentation of colonial authority depends less on a universal symbol of English identity than on its productivity as a sign of difference. Yet in my use of "English" there is a "transparency" of refer ence that registers a certain obvious presence: . gies of individuation and domination in those achie "dividing practices" which construct the colonial betw, space -a departure from Derrida which is also a a fra return to those moments in his essay when he inclir acknowledges the problematic of "presence" as a allo" certain quality of discursive transparency which dispo he describes as "the production of mere reality objec effects" or "the effect of content" or as the prob ity in lematic relation between the "medium of writing throu and the determination of each textual unit." In the descr rich ruses and rehukes with which he shows up an ob the "false appearance of the present," Derrida a sub fails to decipher the specific and deteruUnate sys or the tem of address (not referent) that is signified by 11 the "effect of content" (see D, pp. 173-85) . It is space precisely such a strategy of address -the imme "disp diate presence of the English -that engages the the 0 questions of authority that I want to raise. When press. the ocular metaphors of presence refer to the pro unev~ cess by which content is fixed as an "effect of the tion, present," we encounter not plenitude but tbe callee structured gaze of power whose objective is inclin authority, whose "subjects" are historical.
tic, : The reality effect constructs a mode of address descri in which a complementarity of meaning -not a occur correspondential notion of truth, as anti-realists line b insist -produces the moment of discursive tectio transparency. It is the moment when, "under the play false appearance of the present," the semantic !reate, seems to prevail over the syntactic, the signified shoul, over the signifier. Contrary to current avant garde orthodoxy, however, the transparent is . "
neither simply the triumph of the "imagmary ology. It is not a proposal that you cannot ' pOSt Us, tively refuse. It is better described, I suggest, as trans. a a form of the disposal of those discursive signs [Bhabh. of presence/the present within the strategies that articulate the range of meanings from "dispose to disposition." Transparency is the action of the distribution and arrangement of differential spaces, positions, know ledges in relation to each other, relative to a differential, not inherent, sense of order. This effects a regulation of spaces and places that is authoritatively assigned; it puts the addressee into the proper frame or condition for some action or result. Such a mode of governance addresses itself to a form of conduct that is achieved through a reality effect that equivocates . between the sense of disposal, as the bestowal of ' a frame of reference, and disposition, as mental inclination, a frame of mind. Such equivocation allows neither an equivalence of the two sites of disposal nor their division as self/other, subject! object. Transparency achieves an effect of author ity in the present (and an authoritative presence) through a process similar to what Michel Foucault describes as "an effect of finalisation. relative to an objective." Without its necessary attribution to a subject that makes a prohibitory law, thou shalt or thou shalt not. 25 The place of difference and otherness, or the space of the adversarial, within such a system of "disposal" as I've proposed, is never entirely on the outside or implacably oppositional. It is a pressure, and a presence, that acts constantly, if unevenly, along the entire boundary of authoriza tion, that is, on the surface between what I've called disposal-as-bestowal and disposition-as inclination. The contour of difference is agonis tic, shifting, splitting, rather like Freud's description of the system of consciousness which occupies a position in space lying on the border line between outside and inside, a surface of pro tection , reception, and projection.2 6 The power play of presence is lost if its transparency is treated naively as the nostalgia for plenitude that should be flung repeatedly into the abyss -mise [Bhabhaj en abfme -from which its desire is born. Such theoreticist anarchism cannot intervene in the agonistic space of authority where the true and the false are separated and specific ef fects of power [arel attache<! to the true, it being understood also that it is not a matter of a battle "on behalf" of the truth, but of a banle about the starus of truth and the economic and political role it plays27
It is precisely to intervene in such a battle for the status of the truth that it becomes crucial to exam ine the presence of the English book. For it is this surface that stabilizes tbe agonistic colonial space; it is its appearance tbat regulates the ambivalence between origin and Entstellung, dis cipline and desire, mimesis and repetition.
Despite appearances, the text of transparency inscribes a double vision: the field of the "true" emerges as a visible effect of knowledge/power only after the regulatory and displacing division of the true and the false. From this point of view. dis cursive "transparency" is best read in the photo graphic sense in which a transparency is also always a negative. processed into visibility through the technologies of reversal, enlargement, lighting, editing, projection. not a source but a re-source of light. Such a bringing to Light is never a prevision; it is always a question of the provision of visibility as a capacity, a strategy, an agency but also in the sense in which the prefix pro(vision) might indi cate an elision of sight. delegation, substitution, contiguity, in place of ... what? This is the question that brings us to the ambivalence of the presence of authority, pecu liarly visible in its colonial articulation. For if transparency signifies discursive closure intention, image, author -it does so through a disclosure of its rules of recognition -those social texts of epistemic, ethnocentric, nationalist intelligibility which cohere in the address of authority as the "present," the voice of modernity. The acknowledgement of authority depends upon the immediate -unmediated -visibility of its rul les of recognition as the unntistakable referent of historical necessity. In the doubLy inscribed modes of discrimination (cultural, racial, admin Hybri istntti ve ... ) that disallow a stable unitary colon assumption of collectivity. The "part" (which cnllllJ must be the colonialist foreign body) must be rep sary resentative of the "whole" (conquered country), discril but the right of representation is based on its rad mime ical difference. Such doublethink is made viable poweI only through the strategy of disavowal just gies a described, which requires a theory of the cnroll "hybridization" of discourse and power that is coloni ignored by Western post-structuralists who lent sl engllge in the battle for "power" as the purists of the sit difference.
ciplin, TtJe discriminatory effects of the discourse of metap cultural colonialism, for instance, do not simply tory e' or singly refer to a "person," or to a dialectical on the power struggle between self and Other, or to a eye, e discrimination between mother culture and alien nated cultures. Produced througb the strategy of dis they a avowal, the reference of discrimination is always andar to a process of splitting as the condition of sub that is jection: a discrimination between the mother cul the co. ture and its bastards, the self and its doubles, discrir where the trace of what is disavowed is not Chine~ repressed but repeated as something differentindesc a mutation, a bybrid. It is such a partial and dou that tho ble force that is more than tbe mimetic but less is, ratl than the symbolic, that disturbs the visibility of that pt the colonial presence and makes the recognition object~ of its authority problematic. To be authoritative, sometl its rules of recognition mllst reflect consensual assert. knowledge or opinion; to be powerful, these rules lftl of recognition must be breached in order to rep produ( resent the exorbitant objects of discrimination COmn1; that lie beyond its purview. Consequently, if the repres~ unitary (and essentialist) reference to race, nation, chang' or cultural tradition is essential to preserve the ambiv, presence of authority as an immediate mimetic course. effect, such essentialism must be exceeded in the versiol articulation of "differentiatory," discriminatory the dis identities.
ground To demonstrate such an "excess" is not merely wisdor to celebrate the joyous power of the signifier. Hybridity is the sign of the productivity of colo judgm( nial power, its shifting forces and fixities; it is the with th name for the strategic reversal of the process of authori domination through disavowal (thai is, the pro source duction of discriminatory identities that secure apparel space of colonial representation where the pres ence of authority -the Englisb book -is also a question of its repetition and displacement, where transparency is teclmf.,28 the immediate visibility of such a regime of recognition is resisted. Resis tance is not necessarily an oppositional act of po litical intention, nor is it the simple negation or exclusion of the "content" of an other culture, as a difference once perceived. It is the effect of an ambivalence produced within the rules of recog nition of dominating discourses as they articulate the signs of cultural difference and reimplicate them within the deferential relations of colonial power-hierarchy, normalization, marginaliza tion, and so forth. For dornination is achieved through a process of disavowal that denies the I differance of colonialist power -the chaos of its intervention as En.tstellung, its dislocatory presence -in order to preserve the authority of its identity in the universalist narrative of nineteenth-century historical and political evolutionism. The exercise of colonialist authority, however, requires the production of differentiations, indi-I viduations, identity effects through which discrim inatory practices can map out subject populations that are tarred with the visible and transparent mark of power. Such a mode of subjection is distinct from what Foucault describes as "power through transparency": the reign of opinion, after the late eighteenth century, which could not toler ate areas of darkness and sought to exercise power through the mere fact of things being known and people seen in an immediate, collec tive gaze.7 9 What radically differentiates the exer cise of colonial power is the unsuitability of the Enlightenment assumption of collectivity and the eye that beholds it. For Jeremy Bentharn 30 (as Michel Perrot 31 points out), the small group is representative of the whole society -the part is Hybridity is the revaluation of the assumption of cOlonial identity through the repetition of dis criminatory identity effects. It displays the neces sary deformation and displacement of all sites of discrimination and domination. It unsettles the mimetic or narcissistic demands of colonial power but reimplicates its identifications in strate gies of subversion that turn the gaze of the dis criminated back upon the eye of power. For the colonial hybrid is the articulation of the ambiva lent space where the rite of power is enacted on the site of desire, making its objects at once dis ciplinary and disseminatory -or, in my mixed metaphor, a negative transparency . If discrimina lOry effects enable the authorities to keep an eye on them, their proliferating difference evades that eye, escapes that surveillance. Those discrimi nated against may be instantly recognized, but they also force a recognition of the immediacy and articulacy of authority -a disturbing effect that is familiar in the repeated besitancy afflicting the colonialist discourse when it contemplates its discriminated subjects: the inscrutability of the Chinese, the unspeakable rites of the Indians, the indescribable habits of the Hottentots. It is not that the voice of authority is at a loss for words. It is, rather, that the colonial discourse has reached that point when, faced with the hybridity of its objects, the presence of power is revealed as something other than what its rules of recognition assert.
If the effect of colonial power is seen to be the production of hybridization rather than the noisy command of colonialist authority or the silent repression of native traditions, then an important change of perspective occurs. It reveals the ambivalence at the source of traditional dis courses on authority and enables a form of sub version, founded on tbat uncertainty, that turns the discursive conditions of dominance into the grounds of intervention. It is traditional academic wisdom that the presence of authority is properly established ·through the nonexercise of private judgment and the exclusion of reasons, in cooftict with the authoritative reason . The recognition of authority, however, requires a validation of its source that must be illlmediately, even intuitively, apparent -"You have that in your countenance which I would fain call master,,32 -and beld in common (rules of recognition). What is left unac knowledged is the paradox of such a demand for proof and the resulting ambivalence for positions of authority. If, as Steven Lukes rightly says, the acceptance of authority excludes any evalnation of the content of an utterance, and if its source, which must be acknowledged, disavows both conflicting reason s and personal judgment, then can the "signs" or "marks" of authority be any thing more than "empty" presences of strategi c devices?33 Need they be any the less effective because of that? Not less effective but effective in a different form, would be our answer.
Tom Nairn reveals a basic ambivalence between the symbols of English imperialism which could not help "looking universal" and a "hollowness [that) sounds through the English imperialist mind in a thousand forms: in Rider Haggard's necrophilia , in Kipling's moments of gloomy doubt, ... in the gloomy cosmic truth of Forster' s Marabar caves."J4 Nairn explains this "imperial delirium" as the disproportion between the grandiose rhetoric of English imperialism and the real economic and political situation of late Victorian England. I would like to suggest that these crucial moments in English literature are not simply crises of England's own making. They are also the signs of a discontinuous history, an estrangement of the English book. They mark the disturbance of its authoritative representations by the uncanny forces of race, sexuality, violence, cul tural and even climatic differences which emerge in the colonial discourse as.the mixed and split texts of hybridity. If the appearance of the English book is read as a production of colonial hybridity, then it no longer simply commands authority. It gives rise to a series of questions ofautlwrity that, in my bastardized repetition, must sound strangely familiar:
Was it a badge -an ornament -a charm -a pro pitiatory act? Was 'there any idea at all connected 32A Uudes 10 Kent's line spoken to Lear in King Lea rl.i v.
JJSee Sleven Lukes, "Power aDd Authority ,n in A History of SociologicaL Analysis, ed. Tom Bottomore and Robert Nisbel (New York, 1978) , pp. J4.y'om Nairn, The Break-Up of Briln; ,,: Crisis and Neo Nalionalism (London, 1981), p. 265. [Bbabha) BHABHAiSIGNS TAKEN FOR WONDERS with it? It looked startling in this black neck of the woods, this bit of while writing from beyond tbe seas.
In repeating tbe scenario of the English book, I hope I have succeeded in representing a colonial difference: it is the effect of uncertainty that afflicts the discourse of power, an uncertainty that estranges the familiar symbol of English "national" authority and emerges from its colo nial appropriation as the sign of its difference. Hybridity is the name of this displacement of value from symbol to sign that causes the domi nant discourse to split along the axis of its power to be representative, authoritative. Hybridity rep resents that ambivalent "tum" of the discrimi nated subject into the terrifying, exorbitant object of paranoid classification -a disturbing ques tioning of the images and presences of authority . To grasp the ambivalence of hybridity, it must he distinguished from an inversion' that would sug gest that the originary is, really, only the "effect" of an Entstellung. Hybridity has no such perspec tive of depth or truth to provide: it is not a third term that resolves the tension between two cul tures, or the two scenes of the book, in a dialecti cal play of "recognition." The displacement from symbol to sign creates a crisis for any concept of authority based on a system of recognition: colo nial specularity, doubly inscribed, does not pro duce a mirror where the self appre hends itself; it is always the split screen of the self and its dou bling, the hybrid.
These metaphors are very much to the point, because they suggest that colonial hybridity is not a problem of genealogy or identity between two different cultures which can then be resolved as an issue of cultural relativism . Hybridity is a problematic of colonial representation and indi viduation that reverses the effects of the colonial ist disavowal, so that other "denied" knowledges enter upon the dominant discourse and estrange the basis of its authority -its rules of recogni tion . Again, it must be stressed, it is not simply the content of disavowed know ledges -be they forms of cultural Otherness or traditions of colo nialist treachery -tbat return to be acknowl edged as counterauthorities. For the resolution of conflicts between authorities, civil discourse always maintains an adjudicative procedure.
Wbat is irremediably estranging in the presence Sigrnu of the hybrid -in the revaluation of the symbol egy oj of national authority as the sign of colonial dif -s istic ferenCe -is that the difference of cultures can no diffen: longer be identified or evaluated as objects of existet epistemological or moral contemplation: ·they are tiple b not simply there to be seen or appropriated. two p, Hybridity reverses the formal process of dis toware avowal so that the violent di slocation, the reality EntstellUllg of the act of colonization, becomes replace the conditionality of colonial discourse. The pres remarl ence of colonialist authority is no longer inunedi lives a ately visible; its discriminatory identifications no Structie longer have their authoritative reference to this for .the culture' s cannibalism or that people's perfidy. As an iml an articulation of displacement and dislocation, it hybrid is now possible to identify "the cultural" as a dis value ( posal of power, a negative transparency that to the J comes to be agonistic ally constructed on the metapt boundary between frame of reference/frame of registe: mind. It is crucial to remember that the colonial fetishi ! construction of the cultural (the site of the civiliz (or nod ing mission) through the process of disavowal is the aco authoritative to the extent to which it is structured but re, around the ambivalence of splitting, denial, signifie repetition -strategies of defence that mobilize of diffe culture as an open-textured, warlike strategy meton) whose aim "is rather a continued agony than a atic (an of h . . I ,,)5 total d · know Ie Isappearance t e pre-exIstIng cu ture. To see the cultural not as the source of conflict the m( different cultures -but as the effect of discrimi unreco! natory practices -the production of cultural dif interveJ ferentiation as signs of authority -changes its placem value and its rules of recognition. What is pre by the I served is the visible surfaces of its artefacts ity. Dei the mere visibility of the symbol , as a fleeting edges 0 immediacy. Hybridity intervenes in the exercise forms 0 I discrinr . of authority not merely to indicate the impossibil ity of its identity but to represent the unpre no long dictability of its presence. The book retains its of the n; presence, but it is no longer a representation of an ity that essence; it is now a partial presence, a (strategic) cannot ; device in a specific colonial engagement, an strucliol appurtenance of authority.
of its 0 This partiaJizing process of hybridity is best SesSion, described as a metonymy of presence. It shares play of Sigmund Freud' s valuable insight into the strat egy of disavowal as the persistence of the narcis sistic demand in the aCknowledgement of difference 36 This, however, exacts a price. for the existence of two contradictory know ledges (mul tiple beliefs) splits the ego (or the discourse) into two psychical attitudes, and fonus of knowledge, toward the extemal world. The first of these takes reality into consideration while the second replaces it with a product of desire. What is remarkable is that these two contradictory objec tives always represent a "partiality" ill the con struction of the fetish object, at once a substitute for . the pballus. and a mark of its absence. There is an important difference between fetishism and hybridity . The fetish reacts to the change in tbe value of the phallus by filling on an object prior to the perception of difference, an object that can metaphorically substitute for its presence while registering the difference. So long as it fulfills the fetishistic ritual, the ohject can look like anything (or nothing!). The hybrid object, however, retains the actual semblance of the authoritative symbol but revalues its presence by resisting it as the signifier of Entstellung -after the intervention of difference. It is the power of this strange metonymy of presence to so disturb the system atic (and systemic) construction of discriminatory know ledges that the cultural, once recognized as the medium of authority, becomes virtually unrecognizable. Culture, as a colonial space of intervention and agonism, as the trace of the dis placement of symbol to sign, can be transformed by the unpredictable and partial desire of bybrid ity. Deprived of their full presence, the knowl edges of cultural authority may be articulated with fonms of "native" know ledges or faced with those discriminated subjects that they must rule but can no longer represent. This may lead, as in the case of the natives outside Delhi, to questions of author ity that the authorities -the Bible included cannot answer. Such a process is not the deCOn struction of a cultural system from tbe margins of its own aporia 1I0r, ·as in Derrida' s "Double Session," the mime that haunts mimesis. The dis play of hybridity -its peculiar "replication"
See Freud, An Qutline of Psycho· Analysis, trans. and ed. Slrachey (London, 1973) , pp. 5~I. [Bhabhaj
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terrorizes autbority with the ruse of recognition, its mimicry, its mockery.
Such a reading of colonial authority pro foundly unsettles ~he demand that figures at the center of the originary myth of colonialist power. It is the demand that the space it occupies be unbounded, its reality coincident with the emer gence of an imperialist narrative and history, its discourse nondialogic, its enunciation unitary, unmarked by the trace of difference -a demand that is recognizable in a range of justificatory Western "civil" discourses where the presence of the "colony" often alienates its own language of Liberty and reveals ,jIs universalist concepts of labor and property as particular, post Enlightenment ideological and technological prac tices. Consider, for example: Locke's notion of the wasteland of Carolina -'Thus in the beginning all the World was America"; Montesquieu's emblem of the wasteful and disorderly Life and I: labor in despotic societies -"When the sav , ages of Louisiana are desirous of fruit, they cut the tree to the root, and gather the fruit"; Grant's belief in the impossibility of law and history in Muslim and Hindu India -"where treasons and revolutions are continual; by which the insolent and abject frequently change places"; or the con temporary Zionist myth of the neglect of Palestine -"of a whole territory," Said writes, ;;essentially unused, unappreciated, misunder stood ... to be made useful, appreciated, understandable.,,37 What renders this demand of colonial power impossible is precisely the point at which the question of authority emerges. For the unitary voice of comntand is interrupted by questions that arise from these heterogeneous sites and circuits of power wbich, though momentarily "fixed" in the authoritative alignment of subjects, must continually be represented in the production of terror or fear -the paranoid threat from the l1John Locke, "The Second ~reatisc of Govemmeot," Two Treatises of Government (New York, 1965) (New York, 1979) , p. 85 · [Bhabhal hybrid is finally uncontainable because it breaks mouths of the English? -a question that faces produ, down the symmetry and duality of self/Other, the unitary and universalist assumption of author Evang inside/outside. In the productivity of power, the iry witb the cultural difference of its historical Brahrr boundaries of authoriry -its realiry effects moment of enunciation. And later: How can it be from ( are always besieged by "the other scene" of fixa the European Book, when we believe that it is lar: "1 tions and phantoms. We can now understand the God's gift to us? He sent it to HurdWar. This is when link between the psychic and political that is sug not merely an illustration of what Foucault would you w gested in Frantz Fanon's figure of speech: the call the capitlary effects of the microtechnics of "evide colon 38 is an exhibitionist, because his preoccupa power. It reveals the penetrative power -both Indian tion with security makes him "remind the native psychic and social -of the technology of the help oj out loud that there he alone is master.,,39 The printed word in early nineteenth-century rural (179 1) native, caught in the chains of colonialist com India. Imagine the scene: the Bible, perhaps throug mand, achieves a "pseudo-petrification" which translated into a North Indian dialect like lous au further incites and excites him, thus making the Brigbhasha, handed out free or for one rupee have h settler-native boundary an anxious and ambiva within a culture where usually only caste Hindus and un lent one. What then presents itself as the subject would possess a copy of the Scriptures, and
we not of authority in the discourse of colonial power is, received in awe by the natives as both a novelry sions ( in fact, a desire that so exceeds the original and a household deity. Contemporary lnissionary order \ authority of the book and the immediate visibility records reveal that, in Middle India alone, by less th, of its metaphoric writing that we are bound to 1815 we could have witnessed the spectacle of tainJy ask: What does colonial power want? My answer the Gospel "doing its own work," as the Hurdw is only partially in agreement with Lacan's vez40 Evangelicals put it, in at least eight languages and fact th~ or Derrida 's veil or hymen. For the desire of colo dialects, with a first edition of between one thou Byt nial discourse is a splitting ofhybridity that is less sand and ten thousand copies in each translation law, th, than aile and double; and if that sounds enig II (seeMR, May 1816,pp. r8r-82) .Itistheforce of of God matic, it is because its explanation has to wait these colonialist practices that produces that dis tice of upon the authority of those canny questions that cursive tension between Anund Messeh, whose indispe the natives put, so insistently, to the English II address assumes its authority, and the natives course book.
whO' question the English presence and seek a describ The native questions quite literally turn the culturally differentiated, "colonial" authoriry 10 fonns t origin of the book into an enigma. First: How can address.
gence, I The subversive character of the native ques viduals tions will be realized only once we recognize the that are strategic disavowal of cultural/historical differ it defir Jan. 18'9, p. 27) When the natives demand an Indianized Gospel, they are using the powers of bybridity to resist baptism and to put the project of conversion in an impossible position. Any adaptation of the Bible was forbidden by the evidences of Christianity, for, as the bisbop of Calcutta preached in his Christmas sermon in 1815: "I mean that it is a Historical Religion: the History of the whole dispensation is before us from the " creation of the world to the present hour: and it is throughout consistent with itself and with the attributes of God" (MR, Jan. 1817, p. 31 ) . Their stipulation that only mass conversion would per· . suade them to take the sacranlent touches on a tension between missionary zeal and the East India Company Statutes for 1814 which strongly advised against such proselytizing. When they make these intercultural, bybrid demands, the nati ves are both challenging the boundaries of discourse and subtly changing its terms by setting up another specifically colonial space of powerlknowledge. And they do this under the eye of authority, through the production of " partial" know ledges and positionalities in keeping with my earlier, more general explanation of hybridity. Such objects of know ledges make the signifiers of authority enigmatic in a way that is "less than one and double ." They change their conditions of BHABHA\SIGNS TAKEN FOR WONDERS recognition while maintaining their visibility; they introduce a lack that is then represented as a dou bling or mimicry. This mode of cliscursive distur bance is a sharp practice, rather like that of the perfidious barbers in the bazaars of Bombay who do not mug their customers with the blunt
Lacanian vel "Your money or your life," leaving them with nothing . No, these wily oriental thieves, with far greater skill, pick their clients' pockets and cry out, "How the master's face shines !" and then. in a whisper, " But he' s lost his mettle!" And this traveler' s tale, told by a native, is an emblem of that form of splitting -less than one and double -that I have suggested for the read ing of the ambivalence of colonial cultural texts. In estranging the word of God from the English medium, the natives' questions dispense the log ical order of the di scourse of authority "These books . . . teach the religion of the European Sahibs. It is THEIR Book; and they printed it in our language, for our use." The natives expel the copula, or middle term. of the Evangelical "power = knowledge" equation, which then disarticulates the structure of the God-Englishman equivalence. Such a crisis in the positionality and propositionality of colo nialist authority destabilizes the sign of author ity. For by alienating "English" as the middle term, the presence of authority is freed of a range of ideological correlates -for instance, inten tionality, originality, authenticity, cultural nor mativity. The Bible is now ready for a specific colonial appropriation. On the one hand, its par adigmatic presence as the Word of God is assid uously preserved: it is only to the direct quotations from the Bible that the natives give their unquestioning approval-"True!" The expUlsion of the copula, however, empties the presence of its s yntagmatic supports codes, connotations, and cultural associations that give it contiguity and continuity -that make its presence culturally and politically authoritative.
In tbis sense, then, it may be said that the presence of the book has acceded to the logic of the signifier and has been "separated," in Lacan's use of the term, from "itself." If, on one side. its authority, or some symbol or meaning of it, is maintained -willy-nilly, less than aile -then,
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on the other, it fades. It is at the point of its fading that the signifier of presence gets caught up in an alienating strategy of doubling or repe tition. Doubling repeats the fixed and empty presence of authority by articulating it syntag. matically with a range of differential knowledges and positionalities that both estrange its "iden tity" and produce new forms of knowledge, new modes of differentiation, new sites of power. In the case of the colonial discourse, these 'syntag matic appropriations of presence confront it with those contraclictory and threatening differences of its enunciative function that had been dis avowed. In their repetition, these disavowed knowledges return to make the presence of authority uncertain. This may take the form of multiple or contradjctory beliefs, as in some forms of native know ledges: "We are willing to be baptized, but we will never take the Sacrament." Or they may be forms of mythic explanation that refuse to acknowledge the agency of the Evangelicals: "An Angel from .heaven gave it [the Bible] us at Hurdwar fair." Or they may be the fetishistic repetition of litany in the face of an unanswerable challenge to authority: for instance, Anund Messeh's "Not that which entereth into a mali 's mouth defileth him, but that which cometh out of the mouth. "
In each of these cases we see a CQloniai dou bling which I've described as a strategic ,_dis~ placement of value through a process df .the metonymy of presence. It is through this partial process, represented in its enigmatic, inappropri ate signifiers -stereotypes, jokes, multiple and contradictory beliefs, the " native" Bible _ ·that we begin to get a sense of a specific space of cultural colonial discourse. It is a "separate" space, a space of separation -less than one and double -which has been systematically dellied by both coloniilists and nationalists who have sought authority in the authenticity of "origins." It is precisely as a separation from origins and essences that this colonial space is constrUcted. It is separate, in the sense in which the French psy choanalyst Victor Smirnoff describes the ,sepa rateness of the fetish as a "separateness that makes the fetish easily available, so that the subject can make use of it in his own way and 
